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F I N A L PA R T I N G

The air fe lt like frost
to drive through.
Dust made out of frost.
We said nothing a while.
When we parked at the house
my granddaughter stayed still, waiting
in the back seat. You held my hand
a long time to your chest.
Then we opened the car doors,
to go & gather.
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r a c h e l d aw s o n

FOR THE SUN WITH ITS FISTFUL OF ANTS

I.
Some small hum or gr unt 		
the bite,

bares the lip at something pleasing,

or the bitter down the throat, 		

marks the pleasure

like a whisper made of god’s darkness.
Why do atoms of throbbing body front want for these misshapen impragmables,
an d where might I rest to cleanse
my sensitivity?
Swept impregnable shades that really rang—
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a range

the colors.

II.
Now seize ,

still to my clash— 		

your flesh so translucent—

that flash from within you, your seemed controlled synapse
		

held at my eye

(scene decomposes,

no doubt),

Now naming the secrets aloud
with this same untongue, 		
						
in yours 		

stump swaying over what
in my flesh seems awash in krill,

shocked off in cr ystal, 		

forever patterning—

—Can I own your kelp-purple
		locks,
		
		

when knowing
them purple

					 leaves
				them l ess so?
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III.
Color		

the angel first,
after the slant of its own light

itself,
			

then dress the dir t.

It’s a bit of work

uncovered,

to the crevice

endangering only
itself— 		

a work the graves have left

			 undone.

If in this state 		
I remain star tled by tissue,
		
in the absence of the weight left
by even one fishbone,
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with no motion unnoticed—

I V.
I’ll live quick,

born of this reef

(and never tire,
though I wear down—

a par t in cr ust,

			
			

destined to share in its fault,
merge weight in its fashion,

			

branch harsh, bear without shame.)
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V.
Into			unend—
change shapes 		
to sense them,
		fever skin 		to hold—
If I a small sun—
I needed to work cave, 		

know feeling led fissures, read;

I needed to hollow,
needed to pool soft half-lights 		

to drive back the blue; only then

I quieted, willing
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enough to travel out there the dark here.

tirzah goldenberg

FRUGALITIES

Quire bound to sing in a single stroke elided
tellingly, fur tively, frontispiece aflame
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between the two tamarisk trees
in the split Quite close
at the mouth of the Potter y ravine
where you enter the small pool
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the book was once blue
and together with its sparse spine
it is said of a beautiful object
that the book was, together with its sparse spine
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a snail, a gland made Sappho’s ink
		

utter color
’s occult
luster, shadow’s
element
its minim ghost
her

saffron blouse in the wood chest

14

momma pawned a golden crab got
semi-detached
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fr ugal is mind
centrifugal
sycamore
fr uit pendulum
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small return to tend
the pomegranate, graft
its frontis
doubled back among the tree
after image sent a cricket
she’d, wrapt, posted
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				 the pauper is equally
				
our impoverished witnessing – Pam Rehm

lack minted
the image
the germ
began in need
an old man
held his hands
behind him
and in them
bread enough
to bow his head
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if not this nutriment
grove proven thin
as the back of my writing tablet
room for a wheel then
only for a wheel
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I. 							II.
on either side

					

threshold

				

an eyelid

				

between bodies

				

beheld
a balance
my sight a weight
of yeast

chr ysalis

					

a measure

script

					

beneath

holding 						some scale
a limit

					

some deep

wingless

						

wooden cradle

wing

						

some well
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aloft plays the flute by day
the woodcutter cannot sleep
he wakes me
and long under his lantern makes a woodcut
sets all our dark furniture afoot
alas, a threadbare bellows would cause it to flame
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shane mccrae

T H E M O U N TA I N B E T W E E N E A RT H A N D H E AV E N

I. The Aper ture
The robot bird then guided me
Toward the aper ture of the giant
Camera obscura
too open

tilted upward

a blue hole in the blue

Sea the last thing you see in Hell
I saw

is Heaven upside-down

And clamped its beak

And nose

over my mouth

and rising over me

Its back to the aper ture began
Flapping its wings so rapidly
I thought its wings would break
Backward through the aper ture
Lifting me out of

Hell and into

The blue sea from the bottom of
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and fle w

The blue sea
tle like

through a film a lit-

it looked a little like

Brown plastic wrap but passing through it
Felt like passing through a fog
Meaning it felt like nothing

but

It also felt like walking slowly
Fog-walking walking slowly e-

ven though you haven’t slowed

down even

Though probably you’re really driving through the fog

into the sea

The bird flying still

pulling me up

Through the sea even as the currents
Its wings made pushed me down its wings
Twisting to slice the water as

It lifted them

then flattening

To push the water down and lift
Us both

the robot fle w us both

Out of the sea
And then

into the sky and carried

Me its beak over
Sky

into the world

my mouth across the

where I looked and saw the stars
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II. The Forest
I spoke in Hell as ever yone
In Hell except the god of Hell speaks
On Ear th I will not speak that way
Because I am on

Ear th your better

I was in Hell your better but
None there
The bird

betters not

said after dropping me at

The foot of a tall mountain
It spoke

even the god

as

I turned to look behind me

To see what I could see behind me
And saw about

ten yards behind me

A pine forest so thick I couldn’t
See ten feet

in it seemed to stretch from

Horizon to horizon it
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Looked

at the edges like it was cur v-

ing toward me the edges as
I watched them seemed

to crawl t oward me

Until they met the mountain where
The foot of the mountain to my left
And to my right

met the horizon

And then I saw I was surrounded

And turned again to face the bird
The bird

seeming to know what I

Would ask before I asked it said
You’re back on Ear th

but nowhere you

Could find on any map

but no-

where you could bomb with any drone
Although you stand now near the garden

In the land your countr y now religiously bombs

this place is hidden

Garden is hidden

as the

not too far

From here Cain slew his brother Abel
And when the last day comes his bones
Will fly like snow across a snowfield
Across the deser t to meet Abel’s
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Bones

and before God judges them

God will make peace between them killer
And killed

and they will stand together

To hear the judgments of the Lord
And God will judge them last save two
Here God will Judge as God would be
Judged those who first received the power

To judge

and then begin the world

Again and you will stand here then
But first we have to climb the mountain
You climb
At the trees

I fly

the bird then glanced

saying We should go

The trees miss human beings
Was tr ue
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and it

by then I couldn’t move

III. The Mountain
The cormorant spoke

to the trees

It spoke a language I had never heard it sounded speaking like
Wind in pine needles the trees spoke back
They spoke

a different language back

Their language sounded like a bird’s
Wings flapping as it leaves a tree

But I could see they understood
Each othe r and

soon I could move

My arms and soon my legs and body soon

I broke free from the trees

But gently broke

as a child breaks

Free from her father’s arms to sleep
And enters into a ne w dream
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And stepped

onto the mountain’s slope

Green grass gre w

on the mountain’s slope

And small white flowers with petalled stems and
Corollas made of thorns black moths
The size of with

their wings extended

The size of dimes fle w

restlessly

From flower to flower I made my wa y

Among these looking

down until

I heard the bird land on a rock
Some where ahead of me

and noticed

The grass beneath my feet had thinned
I looked up then and saw the mountain
Both near and far away
My feet and too

beneath

distant to walk to

And in its place I saw the mountain
The bird and I had climbed together
In Hell just days before

and I

Was filled again with the feeling I w as
Tr ying to climb a mountain that
Would never end
It gre w
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couldn’t because

faster than I could climb and

I panicked and

my breaths came faster

And faster and I

desperately

I begged the bird to take me back
To Hell I begged the bird

to fly

Me back to drop me from the top
Of the mountain back
bird said

You’re done with Hell and Ear th is

More difficult
Ended

into the pit the

that mountain never

although we reached the pea k

This mountain neither ends nor tr uly
Begins

although you climb it now

The one was made to tor ture you
The other to be a place of rest
And some would rest in rocky places

And some would rest on the green grass
But all will look and see the mountain
Rising above them

all will know

For ever y person who ever lived
And died

or lived and did not die

There is a place on the mountain

nei-

ther below nor above their neighbors
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You climb to reach the peak you will
Not reach the peak

you climb to reach the

Place where the mountain beckons you
To rest and gaz e down fearlessly
And gaz e up fearlessly
Will know
For you God
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here you

God did not make the world
made you for the world

IV. The Slope
And so we climbed I climbed the bird
Fle w up the slope

who had in Hell

To climb and to descend transformed
Into a giant robot like
A robot

in a movie high-

er surely with each step with each
Wingbeat

but though the ground beneath

My feet changed

when I raised my head or

Turned to look down

I saw we were

No nearer to the peak no farther from

the foot of the mountain than

We had been when I looked before
And even though I kne w we wouldn’t be I still looked hopefully and
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I still was disappointed ever y time I looked

in Hell I had been

Amazed

terrified also but

Amazed

and on that mountain I

Had understood that I was being
Tor tured

and understanding was a

Relief on the slope of the endless mountain

But here on Ear th I wasn’t I
Don’t think I was

being tor tured here

I was supposed to find a place
To rest

but climbing I began

To fear I wouldn’t find a restful place and soon the bird would realize it

should have left me in Hell

And take me back to Hell
Had been a tourist there

and I
as I

Had been a tourist all my life
And what would Hell be like when I
Belonged there would I

still be able

To find relief in being tortured what’s
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a life like when it’s yours

When you can’t step away
Away fly back

or fly

or drive across

The border to an easier life I
Wasn’t supposed to know
I kne w I

in Hell but

wasn’t staying and

I know I’m not staying here how will
I rest here as

these thoughts consumed me

The sun went down

and as the dying

Red consumed the living blue
And was consumed by black both living
And dead

the ground changed once again

From beachy sand to dir t from which
A wild unending

field of wheat gre w

And in that field I sat to catch

My breath and though

the way up still

Frightened me there I found I could
For the first time look
Afraid

down and not be

and the bird saw and said

You see and do not see you rest
And do not rest
Still

you are a tourist

but you live in the world with the living
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V. The First Dream
I slept in the field and in my sleep
I dreamed four dreams

in the first dream

I woke to find myself surrounded
Again

by the thick forest I

Had only just escaped the trees
In the dre am were

darker than the trees

At the foot of the mountain

those were dark

Because they stood so close together
The trees in the dream were dark because
Their leaves were gray their

bark was gray and

Their tr unks were stained with streaks of blood blood
Poured down from nowhere I could see
Or not from any

single leaf

Or branch but from their crowns and seeped
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Into the dir t in per fect no
Matter the shape of the tr unk
los at the base of each

red ha-

tree per fect-

ly round and glowing like dying fires
I understood that these were lips
The trees gray tongues protr uding from
Mouths stuffed with dir t

swollen by con-

tact with the dir ty air smog rolled
Down from a factor y perched halfway up the mountain

and I had to

Get to the factor y to shut the
Machiner y off it had been
Running for too long unattended but the gray

Me go It’s

killing you I shout-

ed nothing I
ing Let me

trees wouldn’t let

can stop it nothgo I have a job to

Do nothing and I kicked and punched
And bit the trees my shins and knuckles
And lips

bled and the blood ran down

My legs and soaked the dir t beneath
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Me and the dir t beneath me turned
To mud

and as I kicked and punched and

Str uggled I sank

into the mud and

I felt my hear t I don’t

know how

I kne w but in the dream I kne w
Detach it was

in the dream I somehow

Could see it my

hear t in my chest it

Detached and sprouted spider legs
And climbed my chest inside my chest
Into my throat and there began
To swell

and as it climbed it grabbed

My swelling tongue

and pulled they burst from

My mouth together

fused

My tongue
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my hear t

and buried me together

VI. The Second Dream
The second dream continued from
The first

I was in the second dream

Trapped underground

without a hear t and

Hanging from the Ear th’s
Tongue but was not

cr ust by my

as I had been

Packed in the dir t my arms my legs
Were free

as far as I could tell I

Dangled i n emptiness I heard
Beneath me r ushing water heard
A sound like hammers striking metal
I heard the world and I heard people
I closed my eyes and pressed my palms flat
Against the underside of the Ear th
And pushed

and tore

most of my tongue
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Out the sound wet
ing and I fell

cardboard tear-

from the underside

Of the dark Ear th back
I fell

down to Hell

until I wasn’t as

One lives

until one doesn’t falling

The way skydivers fall limbs
And bent

splayed

at the knees and elbows facing

The ground except I couldn’t see
The ground

for hours thinking an-

y second I would hit the ground
Thinking

of course I wouldn’t feel it

Hitting the ground and terrified I
Would any second hit the ground of
The unimaginable pain

Until I wasn’t
Just stopped

I mean I
suddenly and

pact suddenly I’m

no im-

standing in

An empty room my back against
A wall but only for as long as
It takes for me to realize
I’m standing in a room
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my back

Against a wall and the wall opposite from me disappears the wall
Behind me slides

for ward and shoves

Me out I stumble into a
Cave or a warehouse some where big
And dark that doesn’t really feel like
A par t of the world

facing a row

Of mumbling kneeling
Eyes open their mouths

people their
closed but mumbl-

ing and the voices didn’t the
Sounds of their voices didn’t come
From them their voices sounded from
A giant black
Hovering in

hundred-legged beetle
front of and above

The people its black back to me
Its sallow belly pulsing each

leg

A speaker for a different voice
The voices
At once

burst from the legs all
igniting in the air

Like fire works always I heard I
Clearly and sometimes want

or hate
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Or l ove eventually just I
I I

I I

I I

I I

It filled my mind erased
Staggered to one

me I

end of the row

And knelt and as I knelt a man
At the other

end of the row stood

And walked

into the dark beyond

It opening and closing his
Mouth
Breathing

like a goldfish what

I think

or like a car toon shark

Chasing a goldfish really just
Snapping its jaws its fat shark head
Stuck in the bowl
Into the dark beyond

and disappeared
but speaking

Out loud himself his body disappeared but as his body faded
His voice detached from the beetle and
Became his voice again which I
Had never known to be his voice
And as his body disappeared
His voice gre w stronger and I heard
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Him call my name

and stood

my voice

By then had nearly left my thoughts
As when a car toon mouse is tasked with
Entering a sick friend’s body in
A specially built submarine
That shrinks and is herself shr unk down
To microscopic size her voice

Shrinks and becomes a squeaking noise my
Voice had become a squeaking noise
Behind the grinding

che wing noise

That was the beetle’s natural voice
I stood

and staggered into the

Darkness beyond the bodies

there

I saw the man who rose and walked

Who had

risen and walked away

Although he couldn’t really leave
As waves are freed and roll across
A tub

only to crash against

The man who just sat down the man
Who had risen and walked away
Had gone from noise to darkness and
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I followed him

I followed him

But caught him only after we
Had walked too far to hear the voices
Although the beetle’s yellow belly
Still pulsed in the distance like a fla shing lighthouse beam

the moment we

Stepped b eyond the noise horizon

The man stopped shor t
Too close and being
To catching him
Into the man

I following
too near then

stumbled and fell
and the man fell

First to his knees then for ward onto
His face without
To stop himself

raising his arms
among the dead

I took the dead for the living and
Fearing that he might be hur t
I crouched beside him

he spoke then

I didn’t call your name

I said

Your name out loud

because it had

Become my name the moment you
Knelt in the row of bodies I
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Didn’t intend for you to follow me the row of bodies was
The river Lethe

there the dead

Forget their lives in the ever-changing living river of the dead
I left to find my Hell

not knowing

What I had done to ear n my place

There and I took your name as mine
Was taken long before you came
That is the way of Hell

I heard

My name as it was taken but
I couldn’t rise to follow it
How did you rise to follow me
Before I had a chance to answer

I heard the sound of hammers striking
Metal again

and rose to look

And in the once empty darkness there
Before us now I saw a huge
White factor y and floodlights most
Trained on the factor y and one
Sweeping the field surrounding it
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And in that light the man who fell
Vanished he vanished as the beam
Swept the black ground before me asking
Again How did you rise

the beam

Swept past me stopped

swept back and stopped

And fixed on me
Then red

first white

then orange

then light and heat combined

By which I mean the heat that had
Been weaker than the light became
Equal to the

light the light dimmed and

The heat increased the factor y’s
Enormous rolling door rolled open
And two

human-shaped shapes emerged

From the dark inside

and called my name

I almost didn’t answer them
I turned

but found the field behind me

Was gone I found a wall behind me
Cinderblock

painted red

it rose

Into the sky

by which I mean

It rose to where if there had been a
Sky the sky would have been
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and past

Where the sky would have ended I
Swallowed I

tasted blood

The hammers stopped

I ans wered

the red wall dis-

appeared a high-pitched Whoop Whoop Whoop
Whoop r ushed I turned to look

from the fac-

tor y I couldn’t see the source
I ran my footfalls echoed first

One echo for each footfall then
A second then a third the echos slipping out
I made

of phase with the sounds

and overhead I heard

Wingbeats and Whoop Whoop Whoop the light
From the beetle’s belly as I got
Closer retreated as I got

Closer changed

from yellow to

Deep red and as the light retreated
The heat increased

until the light

Was a small dot on the horizon
And the heat was unbearable
And then the echoes stopped
Stopped r unning You

and I

don’t choose to r un
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I choose to make you r un it was
A small child’s voice behind me shouting
I choose to drive you closer to
The fire you hope will rescue you
The wings you heard were my wings beating
The feet you heard were my feet r unning
I am a many in a one

Hunting I join the sky to the ear th
A s hunting I join life to death
And stand between them

as a dam

Between a river and a lake
I called your name from the gate of the city
And though you answered I heard it
Call back to me before I heard

Your answer

I was chasing you

Before you spoke

you think because you’re

Dead and damned you can’t die again
You think you don’t still fear it

have

You reached inside your milky belly have you felt
Here
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around for the fear

let me show you where to look the

Demon

who had until then spoken

From the darkness now rose from the dir t
In front of me four legs
Four wings

four arms

two heads the same

And twenty fingers

child’s face twice

twenty claws

They plowed a claw across my chest
And reached inside

and the dream ended
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VII. The Third Dream
In the dre ams

none of the demons none

Of the human beings
Would have in Hell

spoke as they
each was a dream

And not a memor y except
The third dream was a memor y
Exactly as I had been after
I died

in the third dream I was

Inter vie wed by a demon in
A small thatched hut beside the spot
Where I had landed after falling through the gate of Hell

the dream

Was basically a recording of
The inter vie w playing back in darkness the
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demon spoke first

then me

Describe the lake

I’m still not really

Sure how I got there

I had been

Hiking

or not exactly hik-

ing but

I liked to walk in the woods

Behind my house I mean

the apar tment

In the woods behind the complex so
I’m hiking

it’s a sunny day

And suddenly I’m rowing I’m
Surrounded by

sailboats nice boats

Yachts I guess I mean that’s just
A big boat right white

yachts and sail-

boats and I’m rowing like this tiny brown boat

and I’m rowing but

It’s like I’m on a track

Don’t rock the boat
ing but

the waves

and I stop row-

I don’t slow down

and I’m

Invisible a yacht it’s drifting it

looks like it’s drifting slams

Into me I mean
Move

B ANG I don’t

or slow down it moves I shout but

The people on the yacht

they all
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Look like that one
gan’s Island they

rich guy on Gillidon’t hear me they

Don’t even flinch it’s like they’re on
Tracks on the yacht

it’s like they’re robots

At Chuck E. Cheese

it moves

and me

It’s like I’m in a bubble on
A track

en

I’m fine

not even shak-

and I’m terrified

Describe

The bird who knows
Fish-eating bird

which bird is which a

a diving bird

But also like a robot too
But free

the bird looked free

and dove

And landed in the boat at my
Feet in-between my feet

and spoke

It sounded like a growling dog
It sounded like it couldn’t speak
And said

growling it said Hey

fuck you

A sshole you fucking asshole fuck
You follow me coughed

up a tiny

Hand like a skeleton hand middle finger up
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and took off barking

The bird looked free it couldn’t have
Been free

if I was stuck

lowed it

stuck on a track

and folor may-

be it was free but ever ybody has a boss

I let the oars slip

Into the lake

except they didn’t

Sink they just stood there

still

then heads

And necks and faces sprouted from
The handles then
From the sides
Describe the gate

arms and legs sprouted
and the oars walked away
the boat kept going

Toward this weird

whirlpool in the middle

Of the lake it was

I mean the water

Looked pixelated

white but splotch-

y and the water twisted pixel
By pixel

from pixel to pixel

It looked like it would hur t to fall in
The pixels looked all square and sharp
And that was where the boat took me
And yeah

the whirlpool che wed the boat

To splinters and hell

yeah it hur t
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The demo n I

remember frowned

Then pushed a glowing button on
A console at the edge of his
Desk nearest me

but in the dream

I couldn’t see him only darkness
And in the dream

after a fe w

Seconds of silence a strange sing-

Song voice

spoke from above me saying

Before am was
To be

I am

and sought

I am and seek to be

And seeking I made you and all
Your kind

your kind

ly mine best
You are

my child

bor n if not the first

Death came before

The flaws of a first draft my

and bears

child

I seek and I have sought from the
Beginning to

help you to grow

If I have not seemed nur turing
Know I have striven nonetheless
To attend to our relationship
And would not choose if I could choose
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for sure-

To be ignored

Love binds us

Acknowledge
ies but

through I

inter mediar-

the more tangled the knot the

Stronger it holds

beloved

I wel-

come you to Hell

as a new moth-

er welcomes her child to its life
And body and fear

I must apol-

ogiz e for both I made you who
You are deathy for my son

seeking out of pitDeath who before

You couldn’t find a job
ly there are worse

but sure-

reasons for being

Haven’t you often wished you knew
Whether you were conceived with love

You were
A purpose

my child you were
you are Hell

ing walls its rivers
er’s flames

and ser ve

it’s liv-

you are each oth-

in life and here and you

Will find yourself unchanged

but would

You know yourself if you weren’t bur ning
Here you will know yourself

I give
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You nothing else to know
My wish for you
Child

to you

what is home

I grant
at last my
if not that place where

You are what you were bor n to be
You are

employment and a home

For the god at the end of the world
The demo n stood
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here

at that

and showed me out

VIII. The Four th Dream
In the four th dream the bird and I
Had reached the peak of the mounta in and
The midday sun shone down on us the
Bird straddled two small rocks

well not

That small the size of softballs shifting
Its weight from one
And back again

Again

leg to the other
over and over

I sat on a warm boulder

Beside him watching fr uit flies blossom
From the orange trees the flowers on
The orange trees no

middle stage

No oranges just

flowers and flies

The orange trees

in front of me

Eventually the bird stopped hopping
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And turned to me

and said To where

You must go next I can’t in this
For m guide you you

alone of all

Created beings go there in
The body you were bor n and lived and
Died in

and after you have met

And heard the one who calls you there

And after you have spoken you
Will be retur ned

living to life

And you will tell what you have seen
And suffer for it

do not think

The telling is the only message
Your suffering will speak
You bear it

Not days

too how

minutes only

not hours

minutes

not even one have

Passed since you died your roommate found
You in the woods behind the complex
He called an ambulance they’re doing what they can to save your life
Now

but we still have much to do

The bird hopped down from the rocks and spread
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Its metal wings and splayed its sharp
Feathers the sound they separating
Made was the sound of kitchen knives
Being pulled from a drawer
Began to shake

or almost

then the bird
shake

That’s almost not the word began to
Vibrate

between vibrate and shake a

White light so bright the orange trees
Vanished where it touched them poured
From the cracks between the plates that made
The bird’s skin

and the bird itself

Vanished but vanished last although
It was the source of the light I also
Vanished before

The bird

but I could see

my legs my arms my body

All disappeared

and in that light

I felt on ever y it felt like
Ever y

and through

inch of my bod-

y a contentment I had never felt before

as I had nev-

er felt before my body as
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A whole and all of it at once
A whole although I felt each par t
Separately

all at once

and I

Shook as the bird had shaken with
The light I felt it

couldn’t see it

And then the light returned to the bird
And I returned

and the orange trees

From where I sat the robot looked
Unchange d
Over to it

and so I stood and walked
and reached to touch its

Wings were now

furled its wing my hand

Passed through its wing it

said My body

Is and is not a body now
Among the angels and the oc-

cupants of the place we go to next it
Will be again a body as it
Has been before

and able to

Be touched by them

but to the living

And you apparently who will
Retur n to life it is incorporeal I stepped
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just one or two

Steps back I wasn’t
Recoil

shocked I didn’t

but still I had to think

A worr y

I would say it had

Begun to be a fear was filling
My mind I

stared down at the ground

Between the bird and me and held my
Chin

but before I had a chance

To put it all together the
Bird spoke again

The place we go to

You have imagined it as clouds
Before and you imagine it
A s clouds now

be assured you won’t

Fall through the floor of Heaven when
You go there in your ear thly body

I have until now tried to not
Name it with the name you use because
You use it wrongly

what you think

Of when you think of the place where God
Rules in the way

or more near-

ly in the way

you think a r ul-

er should it is

no final world
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You do not now and never will
Go there to stay forever

it is

A resting place

God r ules but does

Not issue orders

what would God

Command

and whom who

there would need to

Hear God’s command to act according to God’s will

it is a rest-

ing place and it is peace itself
But those who rest there rest and wait
This world

Ear th

is the final world

And will be joined to Heaven God
Will r ule here visibly among
You and your friends and enemies
Although when that day comes you will

Have all been reconciled
At ease

but be

you go there as a guest

You won’t fall down and die

again

You have been called to witness to
The peace of the place

that there is peace

Between those who pretend to act
In the name of God and those they sin
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Against it is not God against
Whom they sin it is ever y loving human being whose love they claim
God does not love they

sin against

All people and themselves

as those who

Claim any child of God is lesser
Than any other child of God

In any way

and those who spread

Money unequally among
You and especially those who
Profit from inequality
And you are called to witness that
Hell is imaginar y know
No Hell

if God were capable

Of making such a place would so
Closely resemble what you humans
Think you deser ve

you under value

Yourselves you died and went to where
You feared you would

and your fears lived

There your fears make Hells in life
And after life

your fears and hatred
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And you are called to witness that
Humans must do their work on Ear th
And for the Ear th and for each other
And with the Ear th and with each other
Yes
Love

God is love

and justice follows

and you will find justice where

You find God

but you must not think you

Can live on Ear th as if your life were
not bound by the Ear th to the lives of others
You must not live for your next life
Because the choices you make ever y choice affects

the lives of others

You must not live for your next life
But for the life to come from the life

To come on Ear th

from the life to come

Know that as surely as you will be
A sked to a ccount for how you love and
Fail to love others you will be
A sked to a ccount for how you love
And fail to love the Ear th and these
Questions and their
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answers will be

The same question

and the same answer

I don’t say anything you haven’t
Heard before
ing strange

and God asks nothexcept that you would love

Tr uly and not religiously
Ever yone as yourself

which is

Not strange but people make it so

I had by this time sat back down
On the boulder near the orange trees
And after the bird finished speaking
It hopped back over to the rocks
It had before been straddling and
Began again to shift its weight from
One rock to the other

Then the dream changed

over and over

the sun slipped down

To the edge of the sky the sky itself
Even befo re the sun set went
Black and the orange trees ignited and the fr uit flies burned and did
Not die

and fle w from the trees in all

Directions burning the trees looked like
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Sparklers throwing off slow wandering sparks

and the sky opened as

The sky would open or a U
FO would open in the sky
To take a soul
Away

to take a person

but all it took was fire

The flames gre w taller seemed to grow

Taller to reach the hole in the sky
I mean they seemed to yearn toward it
The bird

who had until now been

Shifting from rock to rock still stopped
And turned again to me

and asked

Why have you not risen

with the flames

What weighs you down

I see it

You doubt the bird hopped
Shaking it tried

still

down from the rocks

to fly it leapt

Flapping its wings they sounded like
Chains rattling the bird fell face down
In the dir t

a hot red light began to

Seep from its body
That woke me
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it was this light

and it was the dawn

IX. The Deser t
All day the day

before I had

Walked and although the ground itself
Had changed

all day the day before

I hadn’t gotten any closer
To the summit of the mountain and
Although all day the day before I
Had climbed

I hadn’t gotten any

Far ther from the foot of the mountain and
Although I left it

yesterday and

All day that day had walked

had climbed

Away the forest still encircled
The spot where it had first surrounded
me and I sat in the golden field
And watched the trees as they inched back
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And then inched for ward back

then for-

ward restless as I restless watched
The dream the last

dream I had dreamed

Before I woke had followed me
Into the day the

hot red light I

Had seen in Hell

but never from

The bird in Hell

I saw behind

My eyelids when I closed my eyes
And when I turned to look at the peak
Looking I saw it there behind
The peak

although the sun shone down

On the mountain from the other side
I saw it only as I turned
It faded as I gazed it

burned it

Seemed at the edges of all things
The hot red light that broke from the bird
When the bird fell

and now I had-

n’t seen the bird since yesterday I
Sat and I worried
The trees I worried

and I watched
that although

All day the day before I had
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Walked and I hadn’t

gotten any-

where the bird wouldn’t if I left be
Able to find me

and I worried

It wouldn’t look and anyway
I wasn’t sure where I was going
All day the day

before I had

Climbed and had failed to climb

but still I

Being on the mountain had to climb
And so I stood
And climbed

and turned to the peak
and as the wheat began to

Thin and the soil beneath me changed
To sand the bird appeared the bird
Appeared

first as an avalanche a

Small shelf of snow collapsing near

The summit gray and white and shadows r ushing down

but then the bird

Became the bird and soon it passed overhead and landed on a cactus behind me

You said you do

Not fear to look

down anymore

And so I perch beneath you

last night
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You dreamed tr ue things and false things I
Was with you in your dreams and I
Retur n now from your dreams to you
The mountain we

ascend will be

Itself still when the world is made
Anew

it is both par t of the world a nd

Par t of the world to come it waits

A s they who wait in Heaven wait
Who are both

par t of the world and par t

Of the world to come

and speak in dreams

And as in death in dreams you make
What you fear fearsome

I am real

Here and in Hell I was real Hell you
Imagined

This place

you do not imagine

but in this place between

Two worlds one real but not yet tr ue
One tr ue but still a dream I am
Still subject as you dream to your
Imagination
Gave you

after I
at the beginning of

The dream the message I had been
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A ssigned to give you you
man fearing

being hu-

Heaven as you fear Hell

Made me again

par t of your Hell

Today you will

I’m sure of it

You’ll find a place where you can tr uly
Rest and we’ll both rest then the bird
Then leaped from the cactus into the air

And fle w again ahead of me
As it had flown the day before
But higher now
I walked

far ther from me

and walking watched the bird

Until the sand became a swamp
Where tall reeds gre w

and then I watched

Its shadow ripple on the reeds
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X. The Meadow
I for a while I followed it
The bird I followed silently
Thinking about my dreams

but not the

Bird’s roles in them I thought about
Ever ything else I even wondered
Why my dead brain would need to dream
And how it dreamed

Lightning ignited

what fire from where what

dreams across it

I thought and as I thought the swamp
Thickened the reeds gre w taller as
I thought and soon

I couldn’t looking

Up see the mountain anymore
I couldn’t see the bird I couldn’t
See the bi rd’s shadow on the reeds
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The sun I wasn’t

sure it seemed to

Have gotten low in the sky

or the

Reeds were so thick night never left them
Or the

reeds as the trees at the foot

Of the mountain had enclosed me looking
Ahead the reeds seemed as I walked
To par t a little as I walked

But looking up they bent together
And made a ceiling like the ceiling
Of the thatched hut in Hell I saw the
Thatched hut in Hell I
To the bird quietly
er then

stopped

I called

then loud-

I shouted then I ran

Sloshing and in slow motion through

The swamp I waved my arms and ran
I ran and saw the bird in Hell
The bird as it had been in Hell
As we approached the edge of the pit
From which the endless mountain rose
The bird had

as we neared the edge

The bird had said

A sshole I fuck71

ing can’t go down like this and it
Had changed
Into a tall
bot like

there at the edge of the pit
humanoid ro-

exactly like

a movie

Robot except without the noise at
Least eight feet tall and gray a stick
Figure with the bird’s head its eyes t he

Body the arms the legs were thin
As pencils slivers of what looked
Like bone white

bone but also blood-

stained meat-stained jutted from the knuckles a

gray like the par ts of cars

You’re not supposed to see a gray
Beneath a build-

up of some sub-

stance that had turned the gray of the
Metal beneath

the blood was that

Oily r ust red color you sometimes
You see in splotches on ne w car
Par ts in splotches on the robot
Too it stood still
A moment
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beside me for

as the Olympic div-

er stands

still for a moment at

The edge of the diving board her gaze
Fixed neither on the pool nor any object in the arena but
Inward instead
Metaphors
sions no

her eyes now signs now

of and for vispectator can imagine

Before she leaps and leaping both
Transcends and makes more definite
The limits of the human body
The bird stood still

at the edge of the pit

Then turned and looked at me I saw it
From the corner of my eye

but I

Didn’t look back at it I stared

Into the pit as it had stared
Until it turned

back to the pit

And then I looked

up at its face

And saw i ts eyes had changed or the
Eye I could see had changed from orange
To white

and saw its beak hung o-

pen then it stepped

to the edge of the pit
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And dove

I stepped to the edge of the pit

And climbed down slowly into my
Own Hell I saw the bird in Hell
Who had not earned a place in Hell I
Ran

shouted

Came I couldn’t

louder and the bird
see it I

Heard it on the reeds

Apar t

breaking the reeds

and then the sun broke through

And the bird said

Some who rest here

Will want to rest surrounded
A swamp

in

walk for ward and the swamp

Will change walk

and I’ll fly above

You talking and I walked until the
Reeds thinned

and the sky opened and

The swamp then changed

into a mead-

ow like the meadow at the foot
Of the mountain the same grass the same
White flowers the same black moths
I didn’t fear the mountain having climbed the mountain
And the bird landed
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here I sat

and we talked

but here

hil ary plum

APOLOGY

What happened was, in the words of the inquir y, grave and shameful. The
army has apologized unreser vedly to the families and the sur viving victims
of this shocking episode. And I would like to take the oppor tunity to repeat
that apology today. What were the instr uctions to the guards? That is what
the investigation that I have indicated has been under taken is determining.
To the president, Congress, and the American people, I wish I had been able
to convey to them the gravity of this before we saw it in the media.
It means having your hands tied behind your back and then simultaneously having them tied to your legs and your ankles and shackled from
behind, left on a floor with a bag over my head, and kicked and punched
and left there for several hours, only to be interrogated again. The detainees
were hit and kicked, causing them to emit groans and other noises. They
were played like musical instr uments, a practice known as “the choir.” If
your head wasn’t touching the floor or you let it rise up a little they put
their boots on the back of your neck and forced it down. Some soldiers
have been suspended from operational duty and militar y ser vice. Cer tainly
since this firestorm has been raging, it’s a question that I’ve given a lot of
thought to. There are many who did their duty professionally and we should
mention that as well.
The Geneva Conventions apply to all of the individuals there in
one way or another. If you allow them to believe at any point they are more
than a dog you’ve lost control of them. Mr. Chairman, members of the
committee. I feel terrible about what happened to these detainees. They are
human beings. I deeply regret the damage that has been done. First, to the
reputation of the honorable men and women of the armed forces, who are
courageously and responsibly and professionally defending our freedoms
across the globe. They are tr uly wonder ful human beings. And their families
and their loved ones can be enormously proud of them. Their instr uctions
are to, in the case of Iraq, adhere to the Geneva Convention. Let me tell
you the measures we’re taking. A special forces guy sat there holding a gun
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to my temple, a 9mm pistol. He said if I made any movement he’d blow
my head off. I heard a scuffle, and then some dull thuds behind cell three.
Harshing, or conditioning. ERFing. Told to bend over and then felt something shoved up my anus. I don’t know what it was but it was ver y painful. Shown photographs of Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse, Tom and Jerr y,
Rugrats, Abraham Lincoln, Michael Jackson, Fidel Castro, Che Guevara,
Osama bin Laden and famous people from different countries. When they
took him out they hosed the cell down and the water ran red with blood. I
was left in a room and strobe lighting was put on and ver y loud music. It
was a dance version of Eminem played repeatedly. A ne w categor y of “manipulative self-injurious behavior” was created.
We need to revie w our habi ts and procedures. One of the things
we’ve tried to do since September 11 is to tr y to get our depar tment to adjust our procedures and processes. I’m seeking a way to provide appropriate
compensation to those detainees. There is nothing we can do to automatically restore the tr ust which was the second casualty. There was malicious
damage to US government proper ty. We value human life. We know what
the terrorists will do; we know they will tr y to exploit all that is bad, and
tr y to obscure all that is good. You killed my family in the towers, and
now it’s time to get you back. We lived because someone made holes with a
machine gun, though they were shooting low and still more died from the
bullets. We say to the world, we will strive to do our best, as imper fect as
it may be.
I felt that my stomach was being ripped out from my body.
The facts are some what different than that.
I lost feeling in my hands for the next six months.
There is a timeline up here.
After which they threatened to have me sent to Egypt, to be tortured, to face electric shocks, to have my fingers broken, to be sexually
abused, and the like.
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I felt that ever ything I held sacred was being violated, and they
must have felt the same.
This culminated, in my opinion, with the deaths of two fellow detainees, at the hands of US militar y personnel, to which I myself was partially witness.
A barrage of kicks to my head and back followed.
People are r unning around with digital cameras and taking these
unbelievable photographs and then passing them off, against the law, to the
media, to our surprise. You can be absolutely cer tain that these investigations will discover things, as investigations do.
Ever y time, the overkill amazed me. I was going out of my mind and
didn’t know what was going on. I was desperate for it to end.
According to the repor t the soldier believed the journalist had something clinched in one of his fists and was reaching for something on his
person with the other hand. Based on the events of the preceding minutes
the soldier assessed the actions as those of a suicide bomber who was taking
steps to detonate an IED that posed a lethal threat to numerous soldiers in
the immediate area. He shot the individual with his M-4, killing him. It
was determined that the soldier complied with the laws of armed conflict
and r ules of engagement and acted reasonably under the circumstances. The
journalist was unarmed and spoke English. His brother received two text
messages: I am hiding. Death has come and Pray for me if I die.

APOLOGY incorporates found text from apologies offered by American and British governmental and
military officials in response to detainee abuse scandals, primarily Donald Rumsfeld’s statement regarding
Abu Ghraib; it also includes excerpts from statements made by former prisoners at Guantanamo, especially the “Tipton Three,” and text from reports on or statements about other incidents in the so-called
global war on terror.
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lauren haldeman

SPIRIT WORK

Spirit who

work s

----

my eyes

forests of bayonets

ever

pressing,)

----

electric spirit,
That

war

the land

closed

of flame,

the sound of

, hollow
, return, return from the

battles,

the young

look

in the distance

Spirit of

over their shoulders,
whole forests of them appearing

hectic red
my mouth

day

you

with current convulsive,
Let them identify you to the future in these songs
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fill
chants

AN INCIDENT
hallucination

Twelve years
room all the
bed, dresser,
the darkness
look up

old, wake in the
normal things
seeing
door and in the hallway
dimly lit
But when I

on top of the dresser, where the soccer
trophies
On the top of my dresser
see: there is a group of small & faded
people building a house
Using the trophies as scaffolding /
What do I upon seeing this
mostly confused. The house looks
old
eighteenthcentur y
wooden frames, no walls
They work without noticing me; I begin
blinking & they
gone. Nothing
else has changed, ever ything is
as it was
bed, dresser, door the
hallway Except now am alone in the
room. This is when
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AN INCIDENT
hallucination

time I am sleeping on my
brother’s floor
near the parents’
room
next to the door way, near
hallway there is
when I wake up
the shape of a
soldier standing above me
Or it
looks like a gr unt standing
there but no
face, the shape made
of tiny strips of burnt paper Or
it like a full body armor suit covered
with burnt paper
no
face
each piece fluttering in slow
motion above me
in the hallway
on the floor; I star t saying “I’m sorr y,
I’m sorr y” I don’t remember what but
this is when
the Voice comes from
the human shape / deep growl
gravelly voice a growl
low hiss
as from
the back of
a goblin
throat saying:
We all love Lauren We all love Lauren
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[SCENE IN THE WOODS ON]

[scene in the woods on] the copse they enter
hickor y hills inside of hickor y
groves and they appear
to be seen in the eye and not
the room at night they
window opens to a dark histor y enters
bird song & the ghost’s mouth inside of a bird
song I hear it inside the child’s
					hair that rises from the
scene the woods on when
the ball enters the burdock stumbling over the bodies
of dead mean
, (there had been terrible fighting there
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When the ball enters the burdock in the copse
orders that men
should tread lightly & only speak in whispers
ghost enters the room & digging in the floor
but most riveting were the piles of ar ms and legs
Other ghosts join him
A flash of lightning & they are gone
I see the face of the dead man in a p ile of stuffed animals
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z achary t yler vickers

E V E RY T H I N G I N R E L AT I O N TO E V E RY T H I N G E L S E

Television lights move over Samson’s face in a way he thinks he can feel.
Maybe it indicates emotional depth? Later, Delilah will tie his hands
with scr unchies, ride his belligerence in her Honda, then drop him off.
Samson imagines the looming br uises and stiffness, turning his old high
school football state championship r ing. The MVP engraving is his cross
to bear. But he tells himself this is safer, this Delilah fiasco. It’s better
than nothing.
Then a commercial: two bikinied babes on horseback blow car toon
kisses in slowmo. Here are local singles waiting to chat! These lights feel
exclusive to Samson. He navigates Kiss&Tell.com® and creates a profile
by uploading his picture, selecting three self-descriptors from the site’s
database that will match him with other compatible users.
Here is a user already clicking Samson’s Pinch LoveButton™. She
types via Insta-Flir t™ that she won’t go on a SimuDate™ with him until
they become better acquainted. Samson couldn’t agree more, thrice divorced. Soon, Samson’s children will return from each of their respective
mothers and compare notes, looking for any themes connecting the failed
marriages. His children will sometimes chaff, calling him Rent-a-Mom.
Samson laughs along because he can take a joke, laughing hard enough
that when the tears come they won’t be suspicious. Miranda518’s profile
picture shows a br unette holding a photograph of two young children.
Her status: Divorcee. Samson Insta-Flir ts™ how would she like to get
better acquainted? She recommends the 20Q FactFinder™ app. Samson
purchases the app, figuring it’s cheaper than a four th alimony. He clicks
Miranda518’s Pinch LoveButton™, thinking his children are going to need
a ne w nickname for him.
***
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In his basement, Canteen deletes s pam email recommending solutions
for the in adequate size and per formance of his chubby. Where does the
spam come from? The last witness to a chubby was the woman who played
Betsy Ross at the Erie Canal Village. She’d been high school elite, the
immaculate Prom Queen of Forrest Andover Central. He’d been a JV
wrestler, nicknamed Canteen for his barrel-torsoed water retention. Here
is how mor tgaging facelifts and shepherding kids felled Betsy Ross from
her ivy pedestal into the Erie Canal lock’s unoccupied Nor th Gate Hydraulics B ooth where she took a cigarette and Canteen’s knuckles between
her lips. She raked her nails across his back and called him Old Glor y,
and he felt like it. Did Betsy Ross even have his email? He rocks in his
chair. Maybe the spam came from Mindy? Did she want him robust for
her long-awaited return?
Just in case the spam is from Mindy, Canteen undeletes the message. He takes another swig of r um in the canteen sashed around his
torso. The canteen is deser t camouflage and wrapped with duct tape. The
spam reappears. To delete is to come to terms. But so could undeleting.
Undeleting, he thinks, could be moving on.
Canteen redeletes the spam.
Silence of the house. Canteen tries to will the floor above him to
thump with footsteps across the now empty space, ever ything sold. The
stubbed toes, the pubescent squawks. The door that won’t be let slapped
shut again, the basement window that won’t clink and chip with drive way
gravel sprayed from gassed tires, the stovetop missing the odor of forgotten charring food, the smoke detector’s beep that’d now go unrehearsed.
His real estate agent took care of the house. An inspector checked the
foundation and confirmed the pipes weren’t PVC. Canteen hadn’t known
if the foundation was T-Shaped or Slab-on-Grade but kne w the pipes
weren’t PVC.
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Here is the drop ceiling panel above the dr yer pushed aside. Here
is the noose hanging down from a sturdy galvanized pipe.
The note beside the computer requests he be buried with the Telecasters. Canteen bought TJ his own for his ninth bir thday. By his tenth,
he was str umming Straw Fogel’s “Dixie Trixie” while Canteen mourned a
beer bottle slid along his strings. Canteen played that song into Mindy’s
gut. Then she never came home from the hospital. Movers came for her
things. Last he heard she was in a Texas sanitarium tr ying to breastfeed a
radio.
That had been twenty years ago.
The strings browned with tarnish. He r uns his hand over them.
But maybe Mindy will still come back? Canteen leaves the front
door unlocked, just in case. Maybe she’ll ask for forgiveness? Maybe
she’ll ask to see her grown baby boy and Canteen will take her to his
American-flagged plot?
Just in case Mindy returns, Canteen reundeletes the spam. It appears besi de a ne w email. The subject: Miranda518 Has Just “Humped”
You!
The email reads: Miranda518 has just clicked your Hump LoveButton™! Reciprocate now! Suave? “ Wink” at Miranda518! Flir ty? “Pinch”
Miranda518! Why be alone? Tr y a 30sec video session with the Vir tual
Cupid™ app! You deser ve it! Just think: how can you connect if you can’t
literally connect?
He can’t remember the last time he sur fed Kiss&Tell.com®. Definitely not since the Personnel Officer and Chaplain stood at his door
holding a flag folded into a triangle. Canteen recalls what the officer
said: It’s easier to leave than to be left. But Canteen knows it’s not easier.
He couldn’t leave somebody. How could he when he kne w so well how it
felt to be left? Here is the kitchen sink in his gut, nobody left to leave.
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Or is there? A str um of his hear tstrings. Miranda518’s profile: a blonde
in an Upstate CC hoodie. Her descriptors: Pianist, Perky, Gullible. Maybe she kne w the right fugue to his hear t, how to harmonize with the
complicated par ts of his life? He revie ws his profile’s descriptors: Musical, Attentive, Well in Doubt. The la st descriptor doubled as a cr ude joke
about the gir th of his chubby. Nobody got it. Mindy would. She liked
the subtleties of life, Canteen one of them. Maybe he’d put the joke there
to lure he r back? Maybe she also traversed the fields of “Ne w York’s #1
SimuDate ™ Ser vice?”
Canteen swishes the r um in his mouth. He’d joined Kiss&Tell.
com® for TJ. Once, all the Boy Scout troop mothers helped their sons
earn Basketr y merit badges and Canteen showed up with a basketball and
whistle. Another scout mother helped TJ weave his wicker while Canteen
stood against the wall, blushed, cradling the basketball.
Canteen fingers the sash around him decorated with fraying scout
badges.
But what can be gained more than already lost? Maybe Miranda518 got his cr ude joke? Maybe Miranda518 got the joke because she
knows Mindy? Maybe the spam really is from Mindy then? Maybe a
world that has taken so much from him, singled him out for sacrifice, has
decided to give something back? Canteen takes another swig, looking at
the noose reflected in the computer screen, like Straw Fogel’s posthumous
lasso reeling him in to a duet of “Dixie Trixie.” Then he focuses on the
variety of LoveButtons™ flickering onscreen, unclicked. He scratches his
cauliflowered ears, cer tainly well in doubt.
***
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Samson on the phone:
“Hey, Kiddo. Just checking in.”
“Hey, Dad! How’s your day off?”
“Oh, you know. Busy busy busy. You having a good time at your
Mom’s?”
“ Yeah, Joe showed us how to make English muffin pizzas.”
“How’d he do that?”
“Put sauce and cheese on English muffins and cook in the toaster
oven.”
“Sounds like Joe is a real nice guy.”
“ Yeah, I think Mom really likes him.”
“ We can make those pizzas here too, you know, whenever you
like.”
A pause. Samson twirls the phone cord.
“But then what would Joe do, Dad?”
***
Nabeet meditates in a locker room stall at Anabolix gym, sucking his yellow finger tips. He’d been here when the tornado str uck last year. Barbells bore through shattered mirrors, treadmills stacked, a parking lot
dumpster dropped into one of the offices, and one bench with a man still
doing reps, muttering in shock. It’d happened so fast he hadn’t even finished his set. And the destr uction made Nabeet perspire and drip.
Tamara crawled out from under her desk. He saw how the fear had
pulled the blood up into her face, and he loved her then. Nabeet faked a
limp to her. Said he heard a creak even when she didn’t. “I have chronic
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tendonitis,” he said to her. “I know how if feels when I get it.” She’d flex
his knee and soft grateful sounds escaped his lips.
An unwanted energy drink and TP tube sit on the toilet tank. He
wrings out his sweatbands and plucks little pieces of toilet paper off his
face, recalling how he’d cleared his throat and knocked on Tamara’s Physical Therapy office.
“ Yes?” she asked in her honeyed voice.
“I was wondering,” Nabeet began.
Her hair fell par ted to her shoulders like stage cur tains. Nabeet
wanted to rehearse the song and dance between them. Nabeet, always the
sweaty un derstudy. He adjusted his headband, perspiration crowning his
pores.
“ Wondering what?”
He pointed to her cr umpled energy drink can. “ You need another?”
Nabeet applies more prescription deodorant, stifling his Hyperhidrosis. He makes a good Anabolix trainer, an example of how the gym
can work up a great sweat. The underarm and foot odor of the gym makes
him just another body. His forehead, a cascading dam. His palms, little
rivers r unning off the precipices of his yellow finger tips. The waterproof
nicotine patches cling to his shoulder like sinful secular badges.
The stalls on either side of Nabeet are empty. Todd used to sit in
one and keep Nabeet company while he evaporated. Todd envied Nabeet’s
ability to sweat—Todd had always been known for his water retention.
They played in the same racquetball league. But Todd hadn’t been around
in a while. He’d mentioned moving. Nabeet can’t blame him. Ever ything
here must be a reminder. The league knows about Todd’s suffering, his
dukkha. Nabeet kne w why the canteen was there, but didn’t dare question
it.
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Nabeet has been debating an email to send to Todd: We’re all separated by our dukkha but also connected because of it. Buddha says nothing
exists entirely alone. So if we suffer together, might we find some cer tainty
in all that is uncer tain?
Nabeet was researching his condition at the librar y when he found
the pamphlet “Buddhism & You” tucked in a book on the Endocrine
System. He’s learning to relinquish worldly pleasure to attain enlightenment, bodhi. He has concluded that his sweaty body is a result of his cigarette addiction: a breach of one of Buddha’s Five Basic Precepts. Nabeet
makes weekly offerings to the Sangha Temple of Nir vana. But is he doing
enough? He shivers, the locker room vents cooling his wet skin. Maybe
he should’ve confronted Todd about the canteen? A tr ue Buddhist would
have.
Nabeet returns to his office, releasing himself from more worldly
pleasure, canceling his subscription to Kiss&Tell.com’s® Vir tual Cupid™
app. He remembers his last video chat: how the woman inquired about
his evident and par ticular glisten.
But while logged in, Nabeet is Insta-Flir ted™. She types how uninterested she is in his temporal descriptors: Ner vous, Damp. She’s interested in his spiritual one: Bodhicitta. One of Miranda518’s descriptors:
Bodhisattva. They share a goal: Bodhicitta being the desire for bodhi, and
Bodhisattva being a person who helps sentient creatures obtain it, so all
may be en lightened. Ever ything is in relation to ever ything else, she tells
him. Her salvation depends on his. Nabeet thinks of Todd. She wants to
get better acquainted before SimuDating™. Miranda518 recommends the
1min SpeakEasy™ app so they can chat without the secular distraction of
flesh. Nabeet agrees, purchasing the app. He confirms yes he is still out
there and available, adjusting his computer mic, preparing to audio chat,
dr ying his palms.
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***
Samson on the phone:
“Hey, Kiddo.”
“Dad? I’m, like, four teen? Not a Kiddo anymore?”
“Sorr y, son. Just wanted to see how you’re doing. How’s your
mother?”
“Huh? Wait. Why you asking? Do you still love her or something?”
“No, no, just being nice. She still stitching flags at the Canal Village?”
“Sure. Wait, what’s wrong? You never ask about Ma like this.”
“It’s just a question, pal.”
“Dad, I think that ship has totally sailed.”
“Chet, it’s just the nice adult thing to say is all. I’m nice, right?”
“ Wait. What?”
“I’m not interested in your mother. Besides I’m seeing somebody.”
“Hold on. Yeah?”
“ Yes. Her name’s Miranda. She’s a divorcee, too.”
“ Where’d you meet Marilynn?”
“Miranda. And we haven’t actually really completely officially
met yet.”
“Huh?”
“ Well, I met her on the Internet.
Through one of those
sites.”
“ What?”
“She said I seem like a real nice guy. We don’t have as much in
common as she’d like. But opposites attract, I say. I think we’re going to
make English muffin pizzas when you and your brothers come over next
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time. That sound nice?”
“Dad, is this, like, a cover-up because you still love Ma? Is there
really a Marilynn? Think of Ma as a ship and that ship as having, like,
already totally sailed.”
“ You already said that, Chet.”
“ What? Oh, sorr y. I’m playing video games with Ma’s ne w friend,
Phil.”
***
Felix suspects his wife of an affair. He smelled disinfectant spray in her
Honda, saw the pantyhose static-clin ging to one of the headrests. Delilah
slid into bed and claimed she’d only exercised late. It hadn’t registered,
Felix half asleep, having worked the graveyard shift last week at MOMS:
Musically Optimistic Medical Ser vices where he drives ambulances and
makes ends meet. He and Delilah hadn’t been awake together in months,
making ends meet. His temper prepares to tantr um, feeling cuckolded,
using the computer in the MOMS drivers’ lounge to register for a free
account o n Kiss&Tell.com® under the alias Casanova518, selecting three
descriptors: Philanderer, Casual, Unbounded.
Felix thinks there is a system glitch when his match instantly contacts him.
Her descriptors: Mistress, Dominatrix, Bounded.
She Insta-Flir ts™ Felix how par ticular she is about who ties her
up. She reveals her safe word: Kazoo. But she won’t SimuDate™ until
they get better acquainted, asking hi m to purchase the Inti-Mate™ app so
they can test role-play and fetish compatibility. Felix vie ws her profile:
the leather, the whip, the sultr y snarl. Felix tugs at his collar. He figures
Delilah will discover the app purchase on the credit card statement be103

fore he can exact revenge. He imagines the painful lacerations from Miranda518’s whip, and says “Kazoo.” He just wanted to make Delilah cr y
a little and understand betrayal in a mutually cr uel and self-tormenting
way. Then Felix imagines Delilah cr ying, like at FAC High when he fell
head over heels for her, and his hear t breaks. He was the guy who stopped
her cr ying, not instigated it. He logs off, telling himself he loves his wife,
remembering Delilah mentioned having to change in her car because the
renovated Anabolix locker room is r umored to have peepholes.
***
Samson on the phone:
“Daddy, when you were with Mommy were you in a wheelchair?”
“No, never. What kind of question is that, Kiddo?”
“Chet said his Mommy said to Mommy you had trouble pulling
your weight?”
***
Delilah applies makeup at her receptionist desk, choosing eyeliner from
a drawer that contains a facedown picture of Felix. Sometimes, she’ll eye
the back of the frame and think about what he looks like, but the best
she can do is recall his snoring contour in bed. She cringes, thinking of
the term divorcee. Samson fills her basic desire, her gr udge. Does he
think she doesn’t remember how he placed that dead frog on her shoulder
in biology class years ago? How she became ToadGirl for the remainder
of school? Four-eyed Felix had removed the frog and let her cr y into
his neck while Samson and his wideouts laughed, muting their mouths
with their detention slips. Felix wore contacts now per her request. But
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they aren’t those people anymore. Delilah puckers her lips, paints them
red. She could’ve been more than ToadGirl. She wants to know what she
should’ve been, what it’s like to be on top.
***
Deege takes a cig break outside Kiss&Tell.com® HQ in the designated
employee side walk smoking area while TopFlir ters guffaw from their VIP
rooftop butter fly veranda, flicking ci g butts over the potted milkweed and
marigold and lantana that pinwheel past the office flagpole and settle into
Deege’s frizzy perm that sometimes begins to smolder. Some TopFlir ters
make hock sounds like they’re going to loogie onto Deege to extinguish
potential hair smoldering but he knows they won’t, at least not again
since he tattled to Super visor Kiel. Douchey TopFlir ter Gunther had r un
a hand through his pompadour, explaining he wasn’t aware anybody was
directly below their spitting.
TopFlir ters star t dropping dead butter flies.
Deege returns to work.
Be yond the lobby is the Hall of Flir t, the plaques awarded quarterly to the best Kiss&Tell.com® sales proxy. Here is Super visor Kiel engraved below Miranda607. Here is Gunther below Miranda315. Deege
believes his name can be on a plaque below Miranda518 someday, thinking how the TopFlir ter bonus could reinstate him at Upstate CC so he
can complete his in-limbo thesis project: CelebrityMugMug.com. Once
successful, Deege might find a girl who’d go up on her tippy-toes to kiss
him and tell him of her welling pride and his greatness and just how glad
she is to have found him. Deege thinks how he’d also have access to the
VIP rooftop butter fly veranda, finally belonging to something.
In the elevator, Deege plucks a dead monarch from his hair, re105

calls how he plucked spitwads from it in the orphanage stair well. Deege
had been left curbside so young he never learned to ride a bike. He only
recalls the exhaust coughing as his parents drove off. Sister Lucille retrieved him from the curb. She’d smile and say, “ What’s not to like about
you?” But as he matured, she began to say it like she was really asking.
Off the elevator, Deege passes the Miranda Studios. A fe w red
lights glow above doors, indicating app sessions in-progress.
Here is Katy’s studio. Pictures of kids hang on the wall that don’t
belong to Katy, just came with the frames. Still, Deege tries to imagine
himself up on the wall, proudly displayed like that. He peeks into the
door’s little window and sees Katy in a 20Q FactFinder™ session. Once,
Deege ask ed if she’d like to 20Q FactFind™ with him over dinner and she
replied, “No, thanks.” She said she didn’t enter tain a man with no longterm goals. When Deege described CelebrityMugMug.com she flicked her
br unette bangs and coughed but it sounded like, Loser. Deege decided he
preferred blondes after that.
Here is Tila’s studio. Tila engages in a SpeakEasy™ app session.
She tends her miniature Zen rock garden, mouthing Miranda Manual verbiage into her mic. A Buddha statue squats with meditative constipation.
Incense smolders.
Here is Meg’s studio: Miranda’s dungeon. The chains and cuffs
and whip waiting for an intern to wipe with Saddle soap. Behind the
webcam, faded sonogram photos peel from the faux bricks. The images on
them all look like the ghost of a kidney bean. Once, Meg offered the staff
bites of her homemade strawberr y custard and Deege was the first to raise
his hand despite being allergic to dair y. He’d tried it because she’d tried
it—offering with the same spoon that touched her lips—and although
he’d cer tainly itch and swell, for one brief moment he was connected to
someone. And this he cataloged as a victor y in his hear t.
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Here is Carrie’s studio: Miranda’s college dorm. Deege sees her
twirling her blonde hair into the webcam. On screen, a man sips from
something sashed to his chest. The glass fogs up, Deege wipes it. Carrie
likes to comb Gunther’s pompadour, finding his tan reminiscent of her
Floridian youth. Deege once tried to tan, hoping to remind her of something, but only burnt and peeled. He gifted her tr uffles in a prototype
CelebrityMugMug.com mug with Straw Fogel’s coke-addled mug shot.
But Carrie returned it, sans tr uffles, saying Deege was too nice to date
because she was afraid of maybe breaking his hear t but he should keep
his chin up because somebody nice a nd special is surely out there! Deege
nodded, scratching his nest of hair, recognizing her reply as verbatim Miranda Manual verbiage.
Deege enters the sales office, proxy cubicle 518. Large windows
line one wall, the mismatched carpet beneath from last year’s twister.
When the staff came out of the basement, they discovered a broken window, rain-soaked carpet, and an elliptical from the gym across the street.
Cars were scattered like cr umpled balls of paper. Reopened, the gym’s
windows show people gasping on stationar y bikes. Deege practices there,
tr ying to feel for its tr ue balance. This, he thinks, is less humiliating
than riding around his trailer park on training wheels. This, he thinks,
is what his life has become: a constant strategy to minimize humiliation.
The flagpole juts from the bricks above the windows. Deege remembers
how a doll with curly hair once hung from the flag’s rope all day until the
janitors got it down.
A paper airplane sticks into his hair. The fuselage windows frame
cr ying permed passengers. Nearby cubicles snicker. Maybe shaving his
head would draw less attention? He’s tried gels, waxes, mousses. But
the feral mop refuses to domesticate. Gunther’s pompadour rises above
proxy cubicle 315: that glorious slick black tsunami of frontal-lobed hair,
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undulating as he laughs; that barbered opus sitting up like an obedient
schnauzer, begging! How does Gunther do it? Deege knows he keeps the
comb in a drawer because he hears it slide open when Carrie stops by. He
must keep his magical pomade in there, too.
Deege researches pompadour pomades, disregarding a follow-up
Insta-Flir t™ from Canteen518 apologizing for his condition in the Vir tual
Cupid™ app session. The messages are littered with typos. Canteen518
says it was still a pleasure to meet her and if she wouldn’t mind telling
Mindy that he’ll send their son her best.
Then Canteen518 logs off.
***
Samson climbs into Delilah’s Honda. He sits in silence with his hands
on his knees the way she requires. This way, his state championship ring
can be seen as she drives. He has to polish it, it’s mandator y. He kne w
nothing about Delilah except that she had a cur vy flexible body that,
backseated, could contor t at will. He wasn’t allowed to ask about her.
She had terms. He was desperate enough to agree to them. Once, she
had him take her up to The Spot in the woods, where all the popular kids
par tied, and she fucked him on the musty couch back there. He hadn’t
been up there since graduation. Just beyond the trees was a chain link
fence plastered with No Trespassing posters. Beyond the fence was the
precipice of the lake Palisades where a boy jumped or fell and clipped a
passing motor boat below. Wilted flowers and pictures and letters hung
in the chain links. Candles melted to stumps, the wax dried in long drips
like spider webs. Delilah slipped and called him Felix. She wore a wedding ring. She faked the orgasm. Samson could tell, it sounded different.
They never went back.
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Earlier, Miranda518 told Samson he seemed like a real nice guy
and she worried if they ignored the incompatible 20Q FactFinding™ results she might break his hear t, but he should keep his chin up because
there is surely somebody special out there for him! But was he a nice
guy? What kind of emotional depth did this require? Samson smells the
incriminating disinfectant spray in the car. Here is his backache from a
quar terback sneak against RFA, the clicking knee from a weak-side sack
in the state championship game against the rivaling town high school,
the Mighty Sputniks of Upstate. Here is the ache in his hear t from the
sum total of losses, of wives. He can only imagine how Delilah’s husband
would feel if he ever found out. Would a nice guy do that to somebody?
What would his children think? What type of nickname would they invent for him now? Delilah enters the spiral ramp of the Anabolix parking
str ucture to an unoccupied level. Samson is thankful for the darkness.
Here is how the light on his face, the way he felt it, nearly brought
him to tears.
***
After work, Nabeet knocks on Todd’s door. The For Sale sign staked in
the yard, the Best Offer sign in the car’s windshield, the basement window
near the tires littered with scratches. Through the window, Nabeet spots
a pair of l egs. Nabeet knocks on the window. The legs shimmy. It’s difficult to see through the chipped glass so Nabeet makes a motion with his
thumb toward the door. He tries the knob. It’s unlocked.
“Hello?” Nabeet yells, poking his head in. His voice echoes, tinny
through the empty rooms. Squares of dust coat the hardwood floors
where furniture used to be. Darker rectangles of paint mark the walls
where pictures once hung. Odd that there aren’t any boxes. Maybe Todd
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had already found a ne w place? But why was he selling his car, too?
“ Todd?” Nabeet yells, descending the staircase.
Todd stands on the dr yer, reaching into the ceiling, replacing a
panel.
“Hi,” Todd hiccups, shivering.
“ What are you doing up there?” Nabeet asks.
“Fixing a leak in a pipe,” he slurs, climbing down.
The two men shake wet hands and subtly wipe them on their
pants.
“Sorr y to stop by like this. Been awhile. Wanted to see how
you’re holding up.”
“ You shouldn’t have. But that’s kind of you. Doing the best I can,
I guess,” Todd says.
Todd’s eyes glisten, bloodshot. Ceiling pipes tick and thump.
“It’s all right,” Nabeet says.
“Is it?” Todd says.
“It’s all right if you were cr ying.”
Todd wipes his face. “ This is sweat. You should know sweat when
you see it.”
Nabeet dabs his forehead wit h his wristband, forces a smirk.
“I’m sorr y,” Todd says, groaning, settling into a chair, shuffling
papers at the desk. Here is Todd’s computer screensaver flashing photos
of TJ growing up to a cer tain point: the school jazz band photo of TJ with
his Telecaster standing beside a boy with a poof of hair, holding a trombone. Miranda518 said he sounded like a really nice guy, but she didn’t
get the vibe that he was serious about helping all living creatures attain
bodhi. Nabeet disagreed, though he thought of Todd and his canteen and
felt caught.
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“Listen,” Nabeet says. “I also came by to ask a favor.”
Todd shr ugs. “ Well, I have a lot of packing to do.”
“It’s just a small favor,” Nabeet says. “I need your help.”
“ Why me?” Todd says.
“ Well, I make offerings at The Sangha Temple of Nir vana,” Nabeet says, already feeling sweat on his ankles. He scratches the nicotine
patches. “In order to continue toward bodhi I need to make more,” Nabeet holds up the wrinkled “Buddhism & You” pamphlet. “Fr uit, food,
water or other drinks. But I’ve already offered fr uit, food and water.”
Todd hiccups.
“So I was wondering if I could offer the other drink in your canteen?”
Todd places a hand firmly over it, like pledging allegiance.
“No, I don’t want it,” Nabeet says. “I would never, I know it belonged—” Nabeet clears his throat. “I couldn’t take it. I just need what’s
inside. To pour at The Sangha Temple of Nir vana. I don’t even feel comfor table borrowing it. I could never ask.”
Todd’s eyes shut. Nabeet puts a hand on his shoulder.
Todd star tles. “ Yes?” he says .
“Maybe you could do me a favor and come with me? Offer for
me?”
Todd sways. The scent of linens is faded like a ghost.
“Please?” Nabeet says. “Help me?”
Todd blinks. “Do you know if my foundation is T-Shaped or Slabon-Grade?”
Nabeet looks at Todd, eyebrows up, dark with moisture.
“I should really finish fixing that light bulb,” Todd says.
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“I thought you said it was a leaky pipe?”
Todd stares, his lower lip trembles. “All right,” he sighs.
right, let’s go.”

“All

***
Gunther and the other TopFlir ters head to the rooftop butter fly veranda.
While gone, Deege sneaks into proxy cubicle 315 and opens desk drawers, looking for his pomade. Keyboards chatter throughout the office
like cold children’s teeth. He pokes his scalped tumble weed. Enough is
enough, he thinks.
Here is the bottom drawer of Gunther’s desk, the large comb, the
tube labeled Adhairsive: Ultra Strength Toupee Bonding Agent. Here is
the wooden box beneath folders with a spare pompadour: perky and wavy
and obedi ent.
Deege’s hear t clenches. He glances at the large windows.
The smell of the glue is nauseating. He recalls when he had an
upset stomach and Sister Lucille sat beside him and r ubbed his back as
he got sick into a bedside bucket. He almost misses being that ill: those
moments when somebody was there to keep him company and quell the
ache that’d only magnify if he had to be alone with it.
Deege smears Adhairsive over the comb’s teeth, puts it back. Then
he pockets the pompadour and returns to proxy cubicle 518, showing rare
teeth.
Gunther and the other TopFlir ters return. Deege clicks Hump
and Pinch and Wink LoveButtons™. He sells a fe w more apps and refers
users to the Miranda Studios. Here is the Miranda Manual’s prologue:
Nothing in Life is Free, Why Should Love Be Any Different? Deege thinks
of the expensive tr uffles he gifted Carrie. He can’t disagree.
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Toward the end of the day, Carrie stops by proxy cubicle 315. The
drawer opens. Carrie giggles as she combs Gunther’s hair. Her strange
gr unt. Gunther pleading, “Don’t don’t don’t!” Employees appear above
cubicle walls just as Carrie gives one final tug. Here is the comb in Carrie’s hand, the toupee glued to it.
Carrie r uns to her Miranda Studio, pointing into her mouth, going, Gag! Gag! Gag!
He clutches his pale dome, the tan stopping in a pompadour outline. His eyes well.
Deege waits.
But nobody laughs.
Employees just look at each other. Some stare at the floor.
Gunther’s eyes dar t around the office. He stops on Deege and lifts
his eyebrows. Then he ducks down, r ummaging and whimpering. Back
up, he sprints to the bathroom with the wooden box tucked under an arm.
Ever ybody shr ugs and returns to work.
Deege lets his jaw hang open. Where was the laughter, the snickering, the mocking, the humiliating? How is this fair? How can he be
mocked for having too much hair? How can Gunther not be for pretending but having none?
Deege grits his teeth and marches toward the elevators.
The street begins to honk and gr unt with traffic. Steam rises from
the grates and reeks of garbage. He untethers the flagpole ropes. Some
Kiss&Tell.com® staffers notice the flag lowering. Silhouettes appear in
the window, palms pressed against the glass. Deege uses a binder clip to
attach the spare pompadour to the flag, then hoists.
But just before the pompadour reaches the window, Deege stops.
He thinks of himself watching Gunther clutch his bald skull—how he
hadn’t laughed either. He recalls how Gunther’s face opened and loosened
as his eyes fell on Deege, unlike his usual narrowing and tightening. It
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was about the hair. He was jealous of Deege’s hair.
Sister Lucille would be ashamed.
The pompadour quivers in a bree ze. Deege sees he is a par t of
something.
He shudders, makes his own kind of gagging sound.
Here is how whichever rope Deege decides to pull next, which
direction the pompadour moves, will relate to ever y moment after for the
rest of his life. The Kiss&Tell.com® staffers get bored, disappear, draw
the blinds. Deege stands with the two ropes, asking himself who does he
think he i s?, asking like he really wa nts to know.
***
Delilah rides Samson like gangbusters in the backseat of the Honda, demanding Samson say those things she likes him to say. Samson recites
how he is going to win the big game for her, would she like to go to prom
with him?, would she like to be his queen? “Oh, yes,” she replies, “yes
yes yes.” She breathes onto his state championship ring like a bir thday
candle. Samson feels a cramp claw up his thigh. He fits his foot comfor tably between the front seats. Delilah digs in her nails, reprimands him
for squirming. Samson turns his head, thankful Delilah makes him take
the little blue pill. No way is he up to this today on his own. Would a
nice guy enjoy this? Delilah stamps his hand over her breast.
“Squee ze gentle but firm, like you’re going to throw a screen pass,”
she orders.
“ We need to stop,” Samson says.
“ You know how this goes,” she scolds.
Samson tries to sit up but Delilah pins him down. The cramp
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shoots up his side, a full throttle charley horse. Samson bucks in pain.
Delilah hoots. Samson kicks the leg out and bumps the gearbox into neutral. Deli lah and Samson tumble to the floor shrieking as the Honda rolls
backward down the spiral ramp of the parking str ucture.
***
Carpooling to The Sangha Temple of Nir vana, Canteen feels the liquid
sashed to his chest slosh when the car jostles. He sips between potholes.
Nabeet re minds him to save some for the offering. He gives Nabeet a
crooked thumbs up: joints hur ting too much to turn fully upright. He’d
make this gesture after announcing a chord that TJ str ummed clean. He
recalls little TJ with his scout neckerchief falling across the apex of his
back like a small cape. Canteen fingers one of the fraying scout badges,
keeping his wet burning eyes for ward. He thinks of the antsy noose in his
ceiling, like the skeleton of a teardrop.
***
Nabeet recalls Miranda518 telling him it’s impor tant not to see yourself
separate from others. But hadn’t Miranda518 separated herself from him?
Isn’t that ver y unBodhisattva like? What if it’s just a hoax? What if it’s
impossible to alleviate dukkha? Nabeet’s armpits begin to tingle with
moisture. What if he’s just a lonely sweaty guy?
Several potholes jostle Nabeet and Todd. The men let themselves
be moved.
Nabeet idles at a red light, sucking his finger tips, remembering
his secret stash.
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Maybe just one more cigarette? he thinks. Can’t make things
much worse.
He reaches for the glove box when Todd yelps. Nabeet looks up
to see a r unaway blue Honda roll backwards out of the gym’s parking
str ucture. It crosses the street and collides with a mailbox. Mail bursts
into the air like an exploded goose. Several letters feather onto Nabeet’s
windshield. He flips on the wipers. The sound of the crash instantly geysers his pores. Then he sees it. Todd is already standing out of the car.
The crash’s reverberation has jostled a large potted plant off the rooftop,
falling toward a boy’s poof of hair.
***
Here is the thud, the crack, the burst of white. Deege notices he’s on his
back looking up at the potted milkweed and marigold of the VIP rooftop
butter fly veranda. But the lantana is missing. Winged things flutter and
bob. Something pale and smooth and round reflects sunlight in the space
where a potted plant should be. Then it’s gone.
Deege tries to get up but can’t. Something is off. A memor y:
Deege sitting on a bike, pedaling. The palm resting on his back, guiding
him. Over his shoulder he sees a man with identical hair. The man jogs
at Deege’s side, steadying the seat with his other hand. The soft push
and suddenly he’s on his own, feeling the give and take of his centered
weight, gravity. But when Deege looks back to see if the man is watching,
the handlebars wobble and before he can correct he’s falling. A shoelace
wrapped around the bike’s gear, pinning him beneath the frame. Deege
cries out, staring straight up. The burn of a scraped knee. He waits
and cries and waits and cries, but the man who looks just like him never
comes.
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Instead, a barrel-torsoed man appears with a canteen up where his
hear t should be, and an athletic glist ening Indian in a soggy shir t. Deege
asks for the man who looks just like him but his dr y mouth only makes a
guttural noise. Something is definitely off. His hear t pounds. The sun is
bright and the pavement feels warm but his toes are cold. The canteened
man teete rs and groans, getting down onto his knees. The Indian man’s
sneakers slosh. Maybe a hydrant exploded? The Indian man dials a phone
with his yellow finger tips. The phone pops out of his grasp like a slick
fish. Maybe he’s calling a tow tr uck for the blue car? Maybe it’s not even
a phone? Deege can’t move his neck . He can only use his peripherals.
“It’s fine,” the canteened man slurs. His hot breath burns Deege’s
nostrils.
Deege notices that it feels like he’s clutching something furr y.
Why am I still on the ground? Deege wonders. Something is off.
“It’s fine, you’ll be fine this time,” the man says.
The hint of lantana in the bree ze. More voices mumble. A crowd
forms. Somebody says, “Is that?” Another says, “ Wow, I think so. I mean
look at his hair?” Deege blushes, wondering if Gunther and the TopFlir ters put something in his perm again? He tries to move and feels sick, his
head er upting. His eyes fill with pinkish tears.
“Oh, God,” the man hiccups. He looks up, “Somebody call
Mindy!”
“Don’t leave me,” Deege winces. He’s not sure if he’s going to be
sick.
The man turns back. “ You’ll be fine, TJ. I’m here.”
Didn’t he go to school with a TJ? He did. Weren’t they in jazz
band toge ther? They were. Deege was a novice and took up an instr ument to avoid any additional time absorbing spitwads. Luckily, his mop
of hair prevented him from fitting into lockers. But even band members
snarled, saying Deege worked his trombone slide as if he were masturbat117

ing the instr ument. Except TJ. Whenever Deege hit a correct note TJ
lifted a crooked thumbs up that was cer tain in itself. Deege defined possibility by that crooked thumb.
Deege trembles. “Please, just stay with me a minute.”
“I’m here, I’m not going anywhere,” the canteened man says. The
scent of r ubbing alcohol. Is the man cut? His hand is bleeding. Deege
opens his mouth, pain shoots down his neck. This time his mouth feels
wet and sour.
“Please, stay with me. I don’t feel so good. Something’s off,”
Deege sobs.
“ You’re doing fine. Help’s coming.”
The Indian man is asking for water. A nearby car idles.
Here is how Deege hears the muffler cough: Loser Loser Loser.
A man and woman appear from the backseat of the blue car where
Deege swears a mailbox is supposed to be. The man and woman form the
far side of the crowd. “Is he?” the woman says, touching her mussed hair.
The man’s shir t is on inside out, and unbuttoned. A hair y belly sags. He
places his hand on the woman’s shoul der. She turns and presses up against
his chest, going up on her tippy-toes to cr y into the crook of his neck.
And the man holds her, keeps her close. How nice, Deege thinks. How
nice.
Deege shuts his eyes. Just for a moment, he decides.
Droplets sting Deege’s forehead. He opens his eyes, the canteen
up close. The deser t camouflage pattern. The duct tape peeling. The
hole, the jagged plastic shards. The expanding wet spot on the man’s
shir t, indicating a second hole, an exit wound.
The man picks a hunk of Terra Cotta from Deege’s frizzy mop.
A ringing in Deege’s ears. Or maybe it’s the jingle of a MOMS
ambulance siren?
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Then the pain swells up and cymbals between his ears.
Deege winces, “Please, don’t leave me!”
“Listen to me,” the canteened man says. “ You’ll be fine. I’m right
here with you. I’m not going to leave your side this time, I promise.”
Here is how Deege believes him.
Here is a forgotten balance revisited.
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a . ma rtine z
Y O U , WA R M E R T H A N I

We reappeared through
mountains in the Nor th blackened
with distance, blacker even behind
themselves, and obscured even
fur ther with that tokey giant air.
Ever ything smelled rotten. Food rotten
in the car and the fields stank cow. Cow
kept in its own dir t. Windows kept
not open nor shut. Green rot and anger.
What small patch of cloudless sky
shown beaming on the groundYou, warmer than I.
A river that follows us still
knotted li ke a mocked Mississippi.
Concrete hovered above
the swamp, in the valley,
where it was decided to build this town.
If needed, could we get there in time?
Fear obscured even Anger.
There are hundreds of miles before
one has to decide.
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dong li

O N UAG E

it was all white then the white seems
to color or is it the white of your
eyes that colors it I could see your
eyes moving under their lids or is it
my eyes that color their movemen ts
the loose end of a leaf the pointed
edge of a root seamless trees your
palms how tender the wrist turns the
quilt tucked wind hand me your hand
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Elizabeth robinson

ON LOVE

Once upon a time, there was a soul, and like a cell it divided
so that it would have an other to love.
No one is sure of this.
*
Like a name for the thing that is both
within and
outside itself, love
is a problem of the interior and exterior, but also of multiplication and
reduction.

Love relinquishes all of these ideas, all ideas.
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*
Instead.

Love is a proper noun.
My troubling name.

Not my name, just the name I authorize myself to say
to you.

You are my multiple par ts of speech (noun, verb, and when lovely, my

adjective).

You whom I call who responds intermittently. Whom perhaps I call by the wrong
name.
*
From which organ does love invoke
or introduce itself

[the ear, the mouth, the

]?

Which sense is most durable, even if it
can never be perpetual?
(Or conversely, if love is perpetual,
is it also durable?)
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*
Love, whether vir tue or attribute,
divides, divides, divides.

As a body divides from core to arms to fingers.
Each par t smaller, but in greater aggregate.

As the body par ts:
to let the lover into it.
The lover, not the love.
*
And

who was that other who strayed? Who wandered,
unwhole, and came back, not love but a lover?
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*
This could be rephrased as par tly na rrative, par tly problem.

E.g.: Once upon a time, the lover was created to wander and that was its
work of the perpetual.

Once upon a time, love accepted the work of durability, so it
endured.

But no one is sure of this:
Love is always allegorical, always cliché, always caught in the infidelity of
dividing.

No one can be sure that anything is ever whole.

Love is always an imaginar y anatomy that the soul’s hand dreams of outlining,
in its entirety.
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*
The lover configures cursed pronouns [I, you] around the pivot of love.
Wonders why it is necessar y that any pattern be whole.

Wants to know whether it is in the nature of pattern to be complete or
to begin to make love, to make love a form,
a device that trespasses the inside within the outside?
*
Unwhole pivot, splitting outward, moving the whole air in its aftermath.
The lover configures all divisions around love’s pivot, spins

the errant arms, the spokes, fingers, until the par ts blur in their haste

and disappear into whiteness.
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*
This mottled and tr ue
color, by effacing, guides
the par t
to its love. Where the disappearance puts an end to boundar y,
imperceptible in its unity, and restless in its par ts.
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ON THE IMPOSSIBLE

Our encounters with daily life made it impossible
to know what the impossible was.

Say, a feature of the improbable in which breathing itself
was no longer necessar y.
A beehive gre w on the lung.

The impossible was a dire irritant. It revised itself incessantly, it seduced
the possible.

Meanwhile, there was honey coating ever y inhalation.
A sound of the industrious in place of the lung, the habitation

that exiled breath from possibility.
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ON PROFESSING, OR FAITH

[OR ON HUNGER; ON DIGESTION]

Apologia of the body.
Who has a hear ty appetite, a bellyful.

To be hungr y is to make a wager.

Consider the mouth, and then consider
its stunne d oration of fullness.

Consider the extent to which the belly is an elastic organ.
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So the mouth surrenders.

Gullet.
Route.

			

I do believe; help me with my unbelief.

Irremediable tissue of union, supple hunger.
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Faith give s itself up as a logic problem, logic
being an unacknowledged form of hope, being
a bet, being a thing that wants to eat.

The mouth with its etiquette: rationale if not logic.

Then the mouth confessing more than it can hold,

embodiment allowed its over flow.

The stomach’s own resilient gamble on logic.
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ON TH E MI SALLI ANCE OF THE FOR K A ND S P OO N

In their intimacy, they took to quoting each other.
The took to each other,
and then not.
There were sleepless nights—
Was it tool or utensil?
One snored, the other sighed.
Suppose, a spoon said, a tool is
translation and a fork said:
utensil,
said: synonym is not a foreign language.
Mouth to mouth they were.
The only remedy for tarnish.

The synonym for tarnish is discolor, blot.
There is no antonym for polish.
Where misalliance is marriage, one version on each side of the plate.
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